In recent years various commercial speech recognizers have become available. These recognizers provide the possibility to develop applications incorporating various speech recognition techniques easily and quickly. All of these commercial recognizers are typically targeted to widely spoken languages having large market potential; however, it may be possible to adapt available commercial recognizers for use in environments where less widely spoken languages are used. Since most commercial recognition engines are closed systems the single avenue for the adaptation is to try set ways for the selection of proper phonetic transcription methods between the two languages. This paper deals with the methods to find the phonetic transcriptions for Lithuanian voice commands to be recognized using English speech engines. The experimental evaluation showed that it is possible to find phonetic transcriptions that will enable the recognition of Lithuanian voice commands with recognition accuracy of over 90% .
Introduction
From the advent of speech recognition research and the appearance of the first commercial applications, the main efforts were devoted to the recognition of widely used languages, particularly the English language. The reason for such behavior is very clear -popular widely used languages have a larger market potential for practical applications. Many other less widely used languages remain out of the scope of interest for the major speech recognition * E-mail: rytis.maskeliunas@ktu.lt solution providers. In countries were such less popular languages are used as a main source of spoken language communication, businesses and state institutions face a challenge in development of their own speech recognition tools. The two major solutions are as follows:
• to develop their own speech recognition engine from scratch;
• to adapt a foreign-language-based engine for the recognition of their native language.
The first approach has the potential to exploit the peculiarities of the selected language and hence to achieve a higher recognition accuracy; however the drawback of such an approach is that the providers of the major speech technologies avoid the implementation of such languages in their products, which generally leads to higher costs.
The second approach has the potential to achieve some practically-acceptable results faster than developing an entirely new speech recognition engine. Another advantage of this approach is the potential to achieve faster compatibility with existing technological platforms. The idea behind this approach is to transfer the existing source acoustic models from a source language to the target language without using the speech corpora in that language and without full retraining of the speech recognition system.
There were various attempts to investigate and apply principles of multilingual recognition. In [1] , basic terms related with multilingual recognition (polyphones and monophones) were discussed. The authors applied a datadriven algorithm in order to find similar phonemes in four languages. Experiments showed that the method allowed successfully recognizing language. In [2] , common phonetic and syntactic models for English and Swedish were developed. An IBM team [3] investigated possibilities to transfer an English recognition system for French. They selected 25 common polyphones and 24 specific English and 9 specific French monophones. Working with European multilingual SpeechDat corpora [4] , researchers tried to use models obtained from French, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, and English speech recordings for recognition of a new language (German). It was observed that recognition accuracy was only slightly worse than using the language specific recognizer (85% against 89%). Possibilities to use models from several languages [5] (English, Spanish, Russian, Chinese) for large vocabulary Czech recognition were investigated. Using only foreign language models, a significant number of errors were obtained (about 80%) but after introduction of some Czech data recognition the error rate dropped to about 30%. The MASPER initiative [6] was the first initiative to create cross-lingual recognition models from Central and Eastern European languages. Concerning Lithuanian speech recognition, the work done in [7] is important. This was the first attempt to use an English recognizer for Lithuanian recognition. The author proposed rules for the transcription of Lithuanian words for English recognizer. 85% recognition accuracy for 500 names was achieved, but only 2-4 speakers were used for evaluation.
As in [7] we also used the commercial Microsoft English speech recognition engine in our experiments. This engine was selected because it is the most commonly used engine (preinstalled in MS Windows XP and above) and possesses well established software toolkits for development of practical applications.
The implementation of multiple transcriptions for the recognition of lithuanian voice commands
One of the main tasks of this work is to propose the methodology for utilization of foreign language recognition tools for the creation of a Lithuanian spoken language speech recognition system. Naturally, such a recognizer won't be universal, but may work for limited vocabulary tasks with high recognition accuracy. The methods offered here are for a "third party" closed source recognizer, so it is impossible to modify or replace the recognition algorithms or acoustic -phonetic models. There is only a single parameter to modify: the system input, in this case the transcriptions for the analyzed word (or other linguistic unit).
In the adaptation methods a similarity measure is applied during mapping. The similarity measure itself is obtained from some data applying some algorithm. The idea behind this method is that similar phonemes are confused during speech recognition by a phoneme recognizer. The basic characteristic of such a recognizer is that it recognizes phoneme sequences instead of words from a vocabulary. For generating a crosslingual confusion matrix, acoustic models of one of the source languages were applied on speech utterances of the target language. The recognized sequence of the source phonemes was then aligned to the reference sequence of the target phonemes. The output of this alignment was the crosslingual phoneme confusion matrix M. At this stage for each target phoneme the best corresponding source phoneme should be looked for. As similarity measure, the number of phoneme confusions ( ) is often selected. Thus, for each target phoneme the source phoneme with the highest number of confusions is selected in this schema. If two or more source phonemes has the same highest number of confusions it was proposed to leave the decision for the expert as to which one of the source phonemes should represent the target phoneme . The same procedure could be applied if no confusions between source and target phonemes were observed. In experiments described below the task has been limited to the possibilities of adapting phonetic transcriptions given in one language to transcriptions in another. These limitations were set up due to the initial formulation of the task; since the main task is to adapt "closed" speech recognition engines the single opportunity is to adapt the phonetic transcriptions. The proposed methods are new since most other researchers tried to transfer the native language acoustic or phonetic model to the foreign language recognizer, while in this work the recognizer was unmodified. The main advantage of the proposed meth-ods is that they may be adapted to any foreign language recognizer, if enough acoustic resources are available.
Algorithms for the transcription creation
For the task of the Lithuanian voice commands recognition an English recognizer was chosen -this way trying to interpret how the English recognizer will react to the spoken Lithuanian voice commands. Two fixed-structure long and short voice command vocabularies with potential practical uses were chosen: the Lithuanian family names and the Lithuanian digit titles. The first vocabulary has considerably long duration voice commands, while the second contains short duration voice commands.
Creation of the transcriptions for the long voice commands
Some known transcription selection principles may be used to select the transcriptions necessary for the long voice commands recognition: data (statistical) based criteria, expert knowledge based criteria, and perception based criteria. Some initial selection procedures must be found to form and iteratively select the most suitable transcriptions. Expert knowledge based transcription criteria may be described as using the linguistic knowledge to form the transcriptions. This way the Lithuanian consonants and vowels are replaced with the similar English alternatives. Perception criteria are based on the "intuitive" selection of transcriptions -similar to the native Lithuanian language transcriptions -for evaluation using the foreign language TTS engine. The creation of the long voice commands transcription set (illustrated in Fig. 1 ) may be separated into the following stages: 1) The initial transcriptions are created in this stage for each of the analyzed words, utilizing the principles noted in section 3.1. The recognition accuracy of this set is then verified, using a large multi speaker corpus. The poorly recognized transcriptions are selected (recognition accuracy < 90 %) and forwarded to step two.
2) The recognition accuracy is improved for the poorly recognized transcriptions in this stage. First all possible transcription variations are generated for each of the poorly recognized words. The transcription set is then passed to the recognizer using the same corpus as in step 1. The selected transcriptions are noted and the experiment is iteratively repeated until a few best transcriptions remain, in this way forming the different size transcriptions sets. These new transcriptions are then verified using a new corpus (containing much larger number of utterances for each word). The most accurately recognized set is then transferred to the original recognition vocabulary.
Creation of transcriptions for the short voice commands
The task of the short voice commands recognition is significantly more difficult than the task of the long voice commands recognition. The principles used for the long voice commands are not suitable here in most cases. The transcription forming may be separated into three stages (illustrated in Fig. 2 ): 1) The transcriptions for the smaller parts of the analyzed word (syllables) are formed in this stage. Only the most simple consonant -vowel type syllables are analyzed.
2) The recognition frequencies of the analyzed syllable transcriptions are noted using the specific multispeaker syllable corpus. The syllable transcriptions for further whole-word transcription forming are then selected, based on the phonetic (the most frequently selected phonemes are used for forming the syllable transcription set) or syllabic criterion (the most frequently recognized syllable transcriptions are used).
3) The best transcriptions out of a set formed in the previous stage are iteratively selected in the third stage. The possible poorer recognition accuracy of some voice com- mands may be further improved by modifying the transcriptions using the other methods, such as expert linguistic knowledge. In the end the recognition results of the whole vocabulary are verified using the new corpus not used for the initial transcription selection.
Recognition accuracy of the long lithuanian voice commands
The idea behind the successful recognition of long Lithuanian voice commands was the use of more than one transcription for each of the analyzed words. Obviously the use of the foreign language phoneme recognizer is quite complicated. It is impossible to find the direct equivalent for every sound unit (spoken by a different speaker). One of the possible ways to overcome this problem was the usage of multiple transcriptions for each of the analyzed voice commands. The assumption was made that only one transcription fits one concrete case. Theoretically the number of such transcriptions is obviously very large, so some optimum limit must be found. The optimum number depends on such factors as the size of the vocabulary, the similarity of the words, speakers number (independent or not), etc. Currently there exist no theoretical algorithms describing how to do this, so the research must be done experimentally. The usage of multiple transcriptions proves quite useful for some practical non-dictation applications, as it may be realized at somewhat lower costs than a full blown native Lithuanian recognizer.
The initial group of experiments was conducted using the 100 Lithuanian first and last names corpus (35 speakers, 3500 phrases total) utilizing the two Lithuanian vowel based transcriptions [7] (hereafter referred to as LBT) (Fig. 3) .
The recognition system correctly recognized 90.0 ± 0.2 % of the corpus, unidentified 5.8 ± 0.1 %, and substituted 4.2 ± 0.1 %. The substitution errors were the worst type of practical recognition errors, because the system offered a false answer as the correct one. The analysis of the recognition errors was performed in order to improve the recognizer performance and optimize the adaptation procedure. There were 351 total substitutions and unidentified voice commands errors in the first group of the experiments, so it was natural to expect that not all the names would produce the equal number of errors. The 5 most confusing names produced~30 % of all the substitution and the indeterminacy errors, so the "concentration" of the errors was large and more attention to the names that resulted in larger amounts of errors was necessary. Some of the errors could not be explained straightforwardly. For example, the name "Gudas" was often confused with the name "Butkus". A similar experiment was conducted, only this time utilizing the verified (error free) corpus (Fig. 4) . The recognition accuracy improvement was insignificant (1.1 %). The results show that the recognizer is quite robust in the case of long command recognition -the utterance quality has a low impact on the recognition accuracy. One of the transcription adaptation procedures incorporated multiple transcriptions for one Lithuanian word. Several experiments were performed. The idea was to generate multiple transcriptions of the same word and to check which transcriptions will be recognized more often for different speakers. Two family names from the same list of 100 Lithuanian names -"Beliukeviciute" and "Varanauskas" -were selected. In the case of the family name "Beliukeviciute" 1152 transcriptions were generated for this experiment and for the family name "Varanauskas" 188 transcriptions were obtained. Then, the two experienced speakers pronounced each of the family names 100 times and the recognition system was coded to select which transcription is the most likely for each speaker and each name. A notable observation in table 1 is that a large number of the transcriptions were recognized as the most similar ones for each of the speaker. These results allowed concluding that the use of multiple transcriptions is a reasonable step and it is worth further investigation. The phrase with the worst recognition accuracy "Gudas Audrius" was chosen for further multiple transcription usage analysis. 252 possible transcriptions were created for this purpose. The recognition accuracy was verified using the same 35 speaker corpus. Iteratively the worst transcriptions have been removed (only 22, 10, 4 and 2 best transcriptions were left in each stage). In the first stage the recognition accuracy was verified using the two original transcriptions based on the LBT principles (selected using a 2 speaker corpus). For the 14 new speakers we found only 26.21 ± 1 %. 24.14 ± 1 % of the spoken commands were unidentified, while 49.64 ± 1.6 % were recognized incorrectly. In the second stage the experiment was repeated, using only the two transcriptions obtained from the iterative selection method (out of 252 possible). The average recognition accuracy was 64.5 ± 1.2 % -almost 2.5 times more than in the case of the 2 LBT transcriptions. Similarly, the number of substitution errors and unrecognized words decreased almost 2 times, to 25.6 ± 0.6 % and 9.9 ± 1.0 %, respectively. In the further stages the larger sets of the transcriptions were used (4, 10 and 22), in trying to evaluate the assumption that the bigger number of transcriptions would account for a larger variety of voices, thus increasing the recognition accuracy. The experiments were repeated with the same 14 speaker corpus. In the case of 4 transcriptions the recognition accuracy increased about 10 % (to 73.8 ± 1.0 %), and the number of substitution errors decreased by 10 % (to 18.4 ± 0.8 %). The use of 10 transcriptions led to another 5 % increase in the recognition accuracy (78.9 ± 0.8 %) and 5 % decrease of the substitution errors (to 13.9 ± 0.7 %). The use of the 22 transcriptions increased the recognition accuracy by a small amount (~1 % to 79.8 ± 0.8 %) and similarly decreased the substitution errors by a small margin (to 13.1 ± 0.7 %). The results show (Fig. 5 ) that one way to achieve high recognition accuracy is to create the transcriptions based on as the largest possible number of speakers -i.e., overlapping the variety of voices as high as possible. The research on the use of multiple transcriptions for the problematic phrase proved successful. Since those experiments were applied to analyzing only one phrase ("Gudas Audrius") vocabulary, it was necessary to determine if the additional number of transcriptions (22 in this case) would worsen the overall recognition accuracy of the 100 names dictionary. The results of the experiment (Fig. 6) showed that the use of the larger number of transcriptions for the problematic phrase does not deteriorate the recognition accuracy; in fact, the overall recognition accuracy increased to a 91.3 ± 0.1 %, because the previously problematic phrase was recognized for the majority of the speakers.
Recognition accuracy of the short lithuanian voice commands
The task of short voice commands recognition is one of the most difficult and the most significant tasks of speech recognition. The experiments described were aimed to determine the degree of the possibility to adapt the English recognition engine to the practical Lithuanian language recognition based application. At the initial stage of the experiments, 70 transcription variations were created for the selected vocabulary, utilizing the LBT [7] principles. In these experiments (Fig. 7) all possible transcriptions (noted as LBT 70), the two best transcriptions (noted as LBT 2) and the single best transcription (noted as LBT 1) were used. The best transcriptions were selected using the iterative selection method. The best results (81.1 ± 0.7 %.) were achieved utilizing only the single best transcription.
Recognition experiments of the set of the consonant vowel syllables
Initially, the syllable transcriptions were constructed out of 7 consonants (P, T, K, B, D, G, R) and all possible 16 vowel and diphthong combinations. The recognition accuracy of the corpus, containing the syllables, constructed using the consonants in the open, semi open and closed vowel context (word "Keturi" syllables "Ke, Tu, Ri"), was analyzed. The results of this experiment are further noted as "C 7 V 16 ". The recognition result analysis (table 3) showed that the syllable "Ke" was recognized as some transcription variation 98.1 % of the time, syllable "Tu" -94.3 %, and syllable "Ri" -66.3 %. The largest number of different answers (out of 112 possible transcriptions) was found to be selected for the syllable "Ri", although its recognition accuracy was the worst of all three. It seems that the large dispersion of answers correlates with the low recognition accuracy in the case of very short voice commands recognition. A similar experiment (noted as "C 24 V 16 ") was undertaken. 384 syllable transcription variations (using all 24 consonants) were created for the second group of the experiments. The comparison of both types of experiments is offered in table 2. The majority of the most frequently recognized syllable transcriptions (Table 3) were phonetically dissimilar to the direct alternatives of the Lithuanian word "Keturi". For example, in the case of "C 7 V 16 ", the most often selected alternatives for the syllable "Ke" were: G AE (pronounced ge), and T AX (ta); for the syllable "Tu", D OW (dou), T OW (tou), D AO (do), and B OW (bou); for the syllable "Ri", D AX (da), G EY (gei), D EH (de), and T UW ( û). The assumption may be made that accurately recognized transcription sets for especially short voice commands may be created only using experimental data. The detailed result analysis proved that the recognizer is capable of correctly recognizing the syllables, based on the open / semi open vowel: "Ke" and "Tu". Syllable "Ke" was recognized~98 % in both types of the experiments. The number of omissions was larger for the syllable "Tu". The syllable "Ri" was the most poorly recognized syllable: 66.3 % and 59.1 %. The recognition accuracy was a bit higher in the case of "C 7 V 16 " possibly due to a more limited set of transcriptions used. Small dispersion was noted for the syllable made from consonants in the open vowel context ("Ke") in both of the experiments (in the case of "C 7 V 16 " four answers overlapped 89.8 %, in the case of "C 24 V 16 " -75.2 %). In both groups of the experiments the answer dispersion for the syllable made from consonants in the semi open vowel context ("Tu") was higher (in the second -as much as 20 %). Very significant answer dispersion was noticed for the syllable made from consonants in the closed vowel context ("Ri").
Most of the frequently recognized syllable transcriptions were quite phonetically different from their Lithuanian counterparts. The phonetically similar alternatives were selected very rarely, proving a disadvantage on the use of such linguistic knowledge based methods as LBT. The phonetic syllable transcription selection criterion theoretically was useful only in the case of syllables with small answer dispersion ("Ke and Tu"). The syllabic transcription selection criterion should be more useful in this case, as only the most frequently recognized transcriptions were selected.
Combinative method based transcription recognition experiments
At the first stage the transcriptions were created, using the syllable recognition results, and the best of those were selected using the iterative selection method. Trying to further improve the recognition accuracy, the most dissimilar syllable transcriptions were replaced with more phonetically close, though less frequently recognized, transcriptions. For example, the second syllable's transcription from the word "Keturi" -D OW (pronounced dau) -was replaced with a more phonetically similar alternative -T UH (pronounced tu). This led to a larger improvement ( Table 4) . The best transcriptions from that modified set were iteratively selected (Table 5 ). The overall recognition accuracy achieved (91 %) was almost 3 times higher than for the LBT based transcriptions. Similarly the transcriptions were created for the other Table 5 . The best iteratively selected word "Keturi" transcriptions Transcription Recognition accuracy, % 
G EH T UH D IH G EH T UW D IY G EH T UW D IH G EH T OW G EY K EH T UH D IY

Conclusions
The main conclusion of this study is that high recognition accuracy could be achieved for some applications and specific command sets through the adaptation of phonetic transcriptions for foreign language speech recognition engines. This approach opens the way for the development of economically feasible speech recognition applications for smaller enterprises working in markets where less popular languages are used as the main means of interpersonal communication.
The studies showed that the recognition accuracy could be significantly increased (often to error rates of 5-10%) by selecting proper phonetic transcriptions for the foreign language trained recognizer. At the same time the selection of the proper transcriptions is not a trivial task and various expert-driven and data-driven techniques should be employed in order to achieve high recognition accuracy.
It should be emphasized that the success of the adaptation will depend on the vocabulary used in the application and on the availability of a speech recognition engine trained for the language which has a more similar phonetic structure to the target language for the application.
